Lottery LTR Millions & LTR Power
Buy tickets and get rewards at MegaLTR.com (MegaLTR)
- MegaLTR offers 2 types of lottery: LTR Millions & LTR Power
- Payment method: Tickets and rewards are paid in MLR Cryptocurrency
(Token ER20).
- Applying Blockchain technology to buy tickets and receive rewards, done
automatically via smart contracts.
- Lottery results are completety objective and transparent, everyone can
verify and recognize
- Help people can buy lottery tickets at any time and from anywhere
I. Introduction:
1. Basic disadvantages of the traditional lottery:
- People in a country cannot buy lotteries from another country. That
means that people can only buy lotteries where they live. If they want
to buy lotteries from another country, they have to come to that
country.
- To buy lotteries, buyers must go to lottery ticket counters or meet
ticket sellers.
- After buying the lottery ticket, you must safeguard it carefully.
- To know if you won the lottery, you must look up the results.
- Upon winning a prize, you must contact the lottery office to fulfill
some procedures in order to receive the prize.
These are the disadvantages of ticket sales and prize payouts.
2. Lottery Demand:
* There is a part of the population with the great demand for lottery,
especially the major and prestigious lottery prizes with attractive jackpot
such as Megamillions; Powerball (USA).
* Buy lotteries primarily for the following purposes:
- Test your luck, because the reward is too big for the price of the
ticket, they buy to check if fortune smiled on them?
- For charity (help the lottery ticket vendors to have more earnings).

* Money sources to buy lottery
They are small changes, extra money left over after shopping; These are
insignificant amount and will not affect their lives.
* When do they buy a lottery ticket?
- Buying occasionally, when convienence
- Buying periodically (for example: to test their luck, they buy periodically
for a certain period of time. For each lottery, they buy 1 ticket, if they win
then they can continue to buy more; if not, they can stop and never buy
again)
- They buy lottery tickets because they like it
II. Rules of LTR Millions & LTR Power
- 2 USD for a ticket, special prize 1 million USD.
- Prize structure: See details in the ticket selection section when buying
tickets on MegaLTR.com
- Payment method: Tickets and rewards, calculated in USD and paid by
MLR, at the actual exchange rate, at the time of occurrence.
- Time of awarding: Within 24 hours from the time of prize drawing, the
reward will be automatically transferred to the winner's ER20 wallet on
MegaLTR.com
- Lottery results:
• LTR Millions Lottery:
+ How to randomly select 6 numbers drawn from 2 different sets of
numbers:
+ 5 numbers randomly selected from 1 to 70, these are illustrated as green
balls on MegaLTR.com
+ 1 number is randomly selected from number 1 to 25, these numbers are
illustrated as a red ball on MegaLTR.com
+ Lottery date and time: 4 am, GMT, Wednesday and Saturday.
+ How to draw winning numbers: Get American Megamillions lottery
results, published on megamillions.com and youtube channel of this
tournament.
• LTR Power Lottery:
+ How to randomly select 6 numbers drawn from 2 different sets of
numbers:
+ 5 numbers randomly selected from 1 to 69, these are illustrated as green
balls on MegaLTR.com

+ 1 number randomly selected from 1 to 26, these numbers are illustrated as
a red ball on MegaLTR.com
+ Lottery date and time: 4 am, GMT, Thursday and Sunday.
+ How to draw winning numbers: Get Powerball American lottery results,
published on powerball.com and youtube channel of this tournament.
- To buy tickets on megaltr.com, players must have two cryptocurrencies:
MLR to pay for tickets and ETH to pay gas costs. Gas charges are collected
by the Ethereum network. The gas fees that the ETH network collects are
not fixed, but fluctuate over time, as determined by the etherscan.io network.
- ER20 wallet has MLR and ETH, can withdraw anytime and withdraw as
much as you want.
III. The MegaLTR.com currency is used to pay the ticket price and pay
prizes, for 2 LTR millions and LTR Power lottery prizes: MLR (Token
ERC20)
1. Total Supply
: 1,000,000,000 MLR
- MegaLTR Operating Fund
: 100,000,000 MLR.
- Number of MLR put into circulation : 900,000,000 MLR
2. Method of putting 900 million MLR into circulation:
- Listing of MLR on the Exchanges.
- Give 100,000 MLR to the first people who register to open an account at
MegaLTR.com (the purpose for the first people to hold this 100,000 MLR
to determine the price order for MLR on the Exchanges).
- MLR price on MegaLTR.com is the actual price of MLR traded on the
exchanges it lists.
3. Liquidity of MLR on the exchanges:
All ETH earned by selling MLR on MegaLTR.com is only for placing an
order to buy MLR on the exchanges.
IV. Revenue allocation of ticket sales:
5% for a referral bonus
10% Buy into MLR and take it to incineration
10% to increase jackpot fund
10% to operate MegaLTR fund
65% for bonus fund and MegaLTR charity fund

V. Megamillions and Powerball Jackpot on MegaLTR
The special prize will be developed in 3 specific stages as follows:
1. Stage 1:
- Ticket sales revenue of a ticket sale period is less than 1 million USD
- Fixed jackpot of $1 million, there will be no increase
2. Stage 2:
- Ticket sales revenue of a ticket sale period reaches 1 million USD
- The jackpot starts at $ 1 million and adds 10% more to the next prize
draw until the winner is found.
3. Stage 3:
- Ticket sales revenue of a ticket sale period is larger than 1 million USD.
- The starting jackpots will be ticket sales of this period, plus a 10%
ticket sales until the winner is found.
- Every time when the ticket sales reach a new milestone higher than the
old one, the starting jackpot will be the new milestone achieved by this
ticket sale period.
VI. Buying lottery tickets of Megamillions and Powerball on
MegaLTR, what you need to know?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Know how to use ER20 tokens (ETH and MLR)
Know how to use ER20 wallet to store ETH, MLR, send and receive
Know how to buy and sell these 2 types of Token
Register to open an account at MegaLTR
Set up account security on MegaLTR
How to deposit ETH and MLR into MegaLTR wallet
How to buy MLR at MegaLTR
How to choose numbers to buy tickets
How to withdraw ETH and MLR from MegaLTR wallet to other
wallets
8. Copy referral link as an agent for MegaLTR
9. How to view transactions at MegaLTR (Buy MLR, deposit, withdraw,
purchased tickets, winning tickets, checking ...)
More details can be found on “menu about/guide” on MegaLTR.com
and detailed instructional
videos on youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfHdI0iz38aEnz-XQSppzxA

VII. MegaLTR partners are

-

People who love cryptocurrency
A fan of the 2 Megamillions and Powerball lottery prizes
Crypto exchange
Online casino
Services that accept cryptocurrency
Communication outlets
Traditional lottery companies
Individuals and organizations wishing to invest in the lottery business

VIII. Goals of MegaLTR
- Help people check their luck; they can buy tickets anytime and from
anywhere for the opportunity to win the huge prizes.
- Help create more jobs and have more income.
- Build a charity fund to help more people.
Contact
MegaLTR – Mega Lottery Services Global
- Web: https://megaltr.com
- Email : admin@megaltrsupport.com
- Telegram: https://t.me/MegaltrEnglish
- Fanpage : https://www.facebook.com/MegaLTR
- FacebookGroup:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2587557851517508/
- Twitter : https://twitter.com/MegaLTR
- Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfHdI0iz38aEnzXQSppzxA

